can you see that every member at the agenda hearing gets these comments. thank

I HAVE CONCERNS ON SOME OF THE SPENDING THAT IS INVOLVED IN THE ACTIONS OF THE STATE HOUSE COMMISSION FOR THIS MONDAY MARCH 16, 2015. PLEASE NOTE BELOW:

4. HAGEDORN RENTAL- BELIEVE the fee the taxpayers get for this building is too low and should be raised to an annual rent lease of $150,000 a year plus all repairs to be handled by the tenant. all repairs. there is no need for the taxpayers to be involved in making repairs while this tenant is in this site. I see no reason to limit this tenant to spending only $5,000 for repairs. obviously they have had a very friendly lease since 1992.

5. all factors relating to disposal of taxpayer property should be open and aboveboard to the taxpayers of this state. I note that only the members have "briefing" material on this property in Trenton. I think the briefing material should be supplied to all taxpayers who show an interet and the taxpayers have rights to the asset represented here so that an efficient disposal should also be a transparent disposal. this should be set off until such information is given to the taxpayers.

6. what other "good and valuable consideration" is being involved in the $1.00 easement to natural gas lines at the site of the teaneck armory/soccer coliseum. is the armory or the soccer facility involved here.

8. I think the rent should be raised for the community health law project. they certainly have 5 or more offices around the state so they are doing well financially to support all those offices. I believe a higher rate of $75,000 per year can be gained. the taxpayers of this state are not well off either with 40% of them in poverty status so that the tax receipts and revenue is an important issue for our nj treasury. I think the focus here should be on more revenue for the general taxpayers of nj. raise the rent.

12. why isn't the property auctioned to the higher bidder. if the adjacvent property owner wants it let him make the highest bid. I see no reason to designate a buyer if someone else will pay more for the property. the taxpayers need to get the highest revenue they can get from property they own.

13. I believe 1/2 acre in franklin lakes nj is worth $150,000 minimum. I see no reason to sell at such a low price. as usual, nj appraisers give very low prices to all nj taxpayer owned properties. id like to know why that is.

14. 1/2 acre is worth $150,000 minimum and there is no reason to dun and harm the nj taxpayers by selling this much land for $5,000. this appears to be a giveaway to a business. I don't think the taxpayers of nj can afford to do that.

15. its time for the faa to site their navigational aid off the wildlife management area. that land was saved for open space for plants and animals, not for the faa govt agency. I do not think this land should be utilized anymore by this navigational aid which can be moved to private property and not utilize state open space land saved for wildlife and plants. I do not recommend continuing this lease at all. its time to get this commercial activity out of this open space land. its time that that land be sacrosanct.
16 I am in favor of cancelling this lease. The small amount of money brought in by this extensive damaging use of park land is not worth the costs of legal fees and devastation of park land. Let the golden nugget use its own land for its purposes. There is no reason to use park land for commercial purposes. Cancel this lease. No new leases.

19. I oppose Branchburg letting a pipeline go through. There has been much public opposition to this pipeline. It is time that commercial profiteers do not get to use conserved properties at the detriment of the environment. I oppose this use by leidy pipeline. Also when a pipeline goes through a conservation area, the new land to be saved should be ten times the land that is destroyed by the pipeline. This is a measly doubling of land now protected in this deal. The deal is not that good for the state or its people. It is time to stop putting pipelines into all the green acres land that the state's taxpayers paid to buy and save and protect.

20. I oppose Transco putting a pipeline in Montgomery twp. There has been much public opposition to this pipeline. It is time that commercial profiteers do not get to use conserved properties at the detriment of the environment. I oppose this use by transco pipeline. Also when a pipeline goes through a conservation area, the new land to be saved should be ten times the land that is destroyed by the pipeline. This is a measly doubling of land now protected in this deal. The deal is not that good for the state or its people. It is time to stop putting pipelines into all the green acres land that the state's taxpayers paid to buy and save and protect.

21. I oppose redingtonchburg letting a pipeline go through. There has been much public opposition to this pipeline. It is time that commercial profiteers do not get to use conserved properties at the detriment of the environment. I oppose this use by leidy pipeline. Also when a pipeline goes through a conservation area, the new land to be saved should be ten times the land that is destroyed by the pipeline. This is a measly doubling of land now protected in this deal. The deal is not that good for the state or its people. It is time to stop putting pipelines into all the green acres land that the state's taxpayers paid to buy and save and protect. This leidy or Transco because both names are part of this application leidy in the first instance and Transco at the top of the second page.

These comments are for the public record.
Pipeline Projects Pending

(MMcf/d)

24.85 BCF/D Total
1,223 Miles

October 9, 2014

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Major Pipeline Projects On The Horizon

(MMcf/d)

East Pipeline (ANR) (2,000)
Nexus Gas (Spectra) (2,000)
Broad Run Flex & Broad Run Expansion (Tennessee) (590)
(200)
Rayne Xpress, & Mountaineer Xpress (Columbia) (1,000)
(2,500)
Adair Southwest (TETCO) (200)
Utica Access Project (Columbia) (205)
Mountain Valley (Equitrans) (2,000)
Northeast-to-Gulf Expansion (ANR) (646)

Atlantic Bridge Project (Spectra) (600)
WB Xpress Project (Columbia) (1,200)
Access Northeast (Spectra) (3,200)
Diamond East (Transco) (1,000)
Garden State (Transco) (180)

Gulf Coast Market Expansion (Natural) (750)
Southern Indiana Market Lateral (Texas Gas) (150)
Northern Supply Access (Texas Gas) (584)
Coastal Bend Header (Gulf South) (1,400)
Gulf Trace Project (Transco) (1,200)
South Louisiana Market Project (Transco) (190)
Atlantic Coast Pipeline (Dominion) (1,800)
Western Marcellus Pipeline (Transco) (2,000)
Spectra Carolina (Spectra) (1,160)
Duke/Piedmont Pipeline (900)
Southeast Mainline System (ANR) (600)
Stratton Ridge Pipeline (TETCO) (500)

27.53 BCF/D Total
2,056 Miles

October 9, 2014

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission